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In attendance:  Sarah King (SK), Karen Frost (KF) Sam Tanguay (ST), Julia Adams 

(JA) 

PTA review meeting with Head  

                      DATE /TIME & Venue: Friday 11 October 2.00 pm school 

Matters discussed Action 

100 CLUB  

Not drawn  

  

Accounts:  

KF outlined to JA that following the agreed expenditure on IT equipment (white 

board, stand and iPads) the current balance was £2,300 a little lower than 

expected due to IT invoices being slightly higher than anticipated. 

 

Donations to date for 2019 have totalled £300 making current available balance 

£2300 

 

  

Expendidture:  

KF advised that usual annual commitments which include hay festival funding, 

leavers contribution, bouncy castle at enterprise total approximately £700 of 

anticipated expenditure commitment leaving a balance of £2000 available. 

 

Proposed Expenditure:  

JA confirmed given the current financial report to funding target/ priority for 

2019/20 was a new whiteboard for year 5 at an anticipated cost of £1400. 

Other whiteboards to be replaced on a rolling basis with the best of the 

interactive whiteboards be re allocated as necessary across the school. JA 

confirmed Fitting costs for the new boards/ moving existing equipment are 

inclusive in the schools Service Contract with the Vale. 

 

 
 

Second item for funding was new school dictionaries and Thesaurus. JA to 

confirm which classes need them and how many. SK to research best available 

prices before next meeting. 

JA to 

confirm no 

required 

SK to 

price 

before 

next 

meeting 

  

Panto JA has provided ST with some information on Panto providers in area. ST 

asked if given current funding a Panto was still a priority of if money could be 

used elsewhere. SK suggested we investigate costs and look to book a panto on 

ST to 

investigate 
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last day but ask for voluntary donations of £1.50 for each child so PTA don’t pay 

full cost. 

  

HRT sponsorship – ST to draft a letter similar to last year thanking them for 

continued support, ST / JA to liaise to meet with HRT to secure further 

support for 2019/20. 

 

JA asked if PTA objected to HRT posters at school advertising the new St 

Nicholas development. No objections raised. 

 

  

 

NEXT Meeting: 

 

  

Friday 8 November 9.0 to discuss Fair  

  

 


